An Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD) is a data structure that is used in an increasing number of fields of Computer Science (e.g., logic synthesis, program verification, data mining, bioinformatics, and data protection) for representing and manipulating discrete structures and Boolean functions. The purpose of this paper is to study the error resilience of OBDDs and to design a resilient version of this data structure, i.e., a self-repairing OBDD. In particular, we describe some strategies that make reduced ordered OBDDs resilient to errors in the indices, that are associated to the input variables, or in the pointers (i.e., OBDD edges) of the nodes. These strategies exploit the inherent redundancy of the data structure, as well as the redundancy introduced by its efficient implementations. The solutions we propose allow the exact restoring of the original OBDD and are suitable to be applied to classical software packages for the manipulation of OBDDs currently in use. Another result of the paper is the definition of a new canonical OBDD model, called Index-Resilient Reduced OBDD, which guarantees that a node with a faulty index has a reconstruction cost O(r), where r is the number of nodes with corrupted index. Experimental results on a classical benchmark suite validate the proposed approaches.
Introduction
Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) are the state-of-the-art data structure for Boolean function representation and manipulation. Indeed, they are widely used in logic synthesis, CAD of integrated circuits and in many safety critical applications, like verification (see [7] and [9] , and [3, 4, 6] for more recent applications of OBDDs to logic synthesis). A binary decision diagram (BDD) over a set of Boolean variables X = {x 0 , x 1 , . . . x n−1 } is a rooted, connected direct acyclic graph, where each non-terminal node is labeled with a variable of X, and each terminal node is labeled with a value in {0, 1}. Each non-terminal node has exactly two outgoing edges, 0-edge and 1-edge, pointing to two nodes called 0-child and 1-child of the node. A BDD is ordered if there exists a total order < over the set X of variables such that if a non-terminal node is labeled by x i , and its 0-child and 1-child have labels x i 0 and x i 1 , respectively, then x i < x i 0 and x i < x i 1 .
BDDs were first introduced by Lee [19] and Akers [1] , and developed by Bryant who proposed a canonical representation in [8] . Besides digitalsystem design, nowadays BDDs are applied for representing and manipulating discrete structures in other research fields, as for instance data mining [21, 22, 23] , bioinformatics [24, 25, 29] , and data protection [10] . The growing interest in BDDs is also evidenced by the fact that in 2009 Knuth dedicated the first fascicle in the volume 4 of "The Art of Computer Programming" to this data structure [18] .
However, despite their popularity, error resilient versions of BDDs have not yet been proposed. We are aware only of a paper where security aspects of implementation techniques of OBDDs are discussed, and methods to verify the integrity of OBDDs are presented [11] . In particular, a recursive checksum technique for on-line and off-line checks is proposed and experimentally evaluated: the on-line check verifies the correctness of the node during each access, so that errors can be detected very early; while the off-line check (usually performed by a depth-first-search algorithm starting from the rood of the OBDD) is used to verify the integrity of the whole data structure. However, [11] only deals with the problem of error detection, and does not consider error correction, which is instead the main goal of our paper.
Nowadays, the resilience of algorithms and data structures to memory fault is a very important issue [14, 15, 16] : fast, large, and cheap memories in today's computer platforms are characterized by non-negligible error rates, which cannot be underestimated as the memory size becomes larger [17] . Computing in the presence of memory errors is therefore a fundamental task in many applications running on large, fast and cheap memories, as the correctness of the underlying algorithms may be jeopardized by even very few memory faults.
The scientific community has studied the problem in two different frame-works: (i) fault tolerant hardware design and (ii) development of error resilient algorithms and data structures. While fault tolerant hardware has been widely studied even in the past, the design of algorithms and data structures resilient to memory faults, i.e., algorithms and data structures that are able to perform the tasks they were designed for, even in the presence of unreliable or corrupted information, has become much more attractive only recently (for a survey on the subject refer to [16] ). The purpose of this paper is precisely to discuss the error resilience of OBDDs and to design a resilient version of this data structure.
In particular, we describe some strategies that make reduced OBDDs resilient to errors in the indices, that are associated to the input variables, or in the pointers (i.e., OBDD edges) to the nodes. These strategies exploit the inherent redundancy of this data structure, as well as the redundancy introduced by its efficient implementations. The solutions we propose (i) allow the exact restoring of the original OBDD and of the associated function f , and (ii) are suitable to be applied to classical software packages for the manipulation of OBDDs currently in use, as for instance the CUDD library. Indeed, our first goal is to be able to efficiently reconstruct via software the corrupted OBDD without changing the data structure.
However, to reach this goal we first assume that the unique table, i.e., a hash table used by most software implementation of OBDDs to facilitate their reduction (see Section 2 for more details), is fault free. More precisely, we assume that the unique table is either implemented using error resilient linked lists [2] or it is stored in a safe memory area not affected by errors. The last one could be seen as a strong requirement, but fortunately we are able to remove this assumption completely still guaranteeing a very efficient reconstruction of all corrupted indices in the OBDD. Indeed, the main contribution of the paper is the definition of a new canonical OBDD model, called Index-Resilient Reduced OBDD, which guarantees, by construction, that a node with a faulty index has a reconstruction cost O(r), where r is the number of nodes with corrupted index. As the new model does not exploit the unique table to restore all corrupted indices, we do not need a fault-free unique table anymore. Instead, we will only require that the two terminal nodes (the leaves of the OBDD) are always uncorrupted, and therefore that they are memorized in a safe memory or duplicated. We also show how index-resilient reduced OBDDs can be constructed starting from binary decision trees or by applying Boolean operations to index-resilient reduced OBDDs. Both construction methods can be implemented with error resilient algorithms, i.e., algorithms capable of dealing with errors (in the data structures) occurring during their execution. Finally, we describe some methods for dealing with errors on edges. We can consider two possible strategies: we use safe unique tables, implemented with perfect hash functions, or we can use hash tables with error resilient linked lists [2] . While the first approach guarantees a full error correction at the expense of the strong assumption on the fault freeness of the unique tables, the second strategy does not require safe unique tables, but can fail in some error corrections due to collisions. The experimental results indicate some setting for the hash tables that can limit the percentage of failed recoveries.
The paper is an extended version of the conference paper [5] and is organized as follows. Definitions of the error models and preliminaries on OBDDs and their implementations are described in Section 2. In Section 3 we propose an efficient index reconstruction algorithm, and in Section 4 we introduce and study index-resilient OBDDs. Section 5 discusses how indexresilient OBDDs can be dynamically computed through a sequence of binary Boolean operators (as AND, OR, EXOR) applied to other index-resilient OBDDs using the standard algorithm Apply (reviewed in the Appendix). Section 6 describes strategies for broken edge reconstruction. Experimental results for validating the proposed strategies are reported in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries

Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams
A Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) over a set of Boolean variables X = {x 0 , x 1 , . . . x n−1 } is a rooted, connected direct acyclic graph, where each non-terminal (internal) node N is labeled by a Boolean variable x i and has exactly two outgoing edges, the 0-edge and the 1-edge, pointing to two nodes called the 0-child and the 1-child of node N , respectively. N is called the parent of its 0-and 1-child. Terminal nodes (leaves) are labeled 0 or 1. For example, consider the BDD in Figure 2 (a) with variables x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 . Each pointer to a 1-child is depicted with a solid line, while each pointer to a 0-child is depicted with a dashed line.
Binary decision diagrams are typically used to represent Boolean functions. Let f be a completely specified Boolean function, and f x i and f x i be the functions resulting from f when x i is 1 and 0, respectively. The Shannon decomposition of f around x i is:
where x i is the negation of the variable x i . Any node in a BDD represents a Boolean function. The leaves represent the constant functions 0 and 1 and the root represents the entire Boolean function f . If the non-terminal node N (with label x i ) represents the function g, then the 1-child of N (resp. 0-child) represents the function g x i (resp., g x i ).
The value of f on the input x 0 , . . . , x n−1 is found by following the path indicated in the BDD by the values of x 0 , . . . , x n−1 . A 1-path (resp. 0-path) in a BDD is a path from the root to a leaf labeled by 1 (resp. 0). For example, consider the BDD in Figure 2 (a). The path that, starting from the root labeled with a, and corresponding to the variable x 0 , goes through the nodes b, d, and e (corresponding to x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 ) and arrives in the terminal 0 is a 0-path. This path represents two possible inputs for the function f : (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), both with value 0 in f .
In a BDD, each non terminal node N is represented by the triple [N.index, N.0-child, N. 1-child] such that N.index is the index i of the variable x i which is the label of the node N , and N .0-child and N .1-child are the pointers to the 0-child and to the 1-child of N , respectively. A BDD is ordered if there exists a total order < over the set X of variables such that if an internal node is labeled by x i , and its 0-child and 1-child have labels x i 0 and x i 1 , respectively, then x i < x i 0 and x i < x i 1 . A BDD is reduced if there exist no nodes whose 1-child is equal to the 0-child and there not exist two distinct nodes that are roots of isomorphic subgraphs. A reduced and ordered BDD is called ROBDD. Starting from any OBDD we can obtain an equivalent reduced OBDD by repeatedly applying the following two rules: the Merge Rule and the Deletion Rule (see Figure 1 ). According to the merge rule, if two nodes M and N have the same index, and their edges lead to the same nodes, then N is deleted, and all the incoming edges of N are redirected to M . Nodes N and M are called mergeable. The deletion rule is used to remove redundant nodes, i.e., each node N that has both edges pointing to the same node M . In this case N must be deleted and all its incoming edges redirected to M . When neither the merge rule nor the deletion rule can be applied, the OBDD is reduced. The ROBDD is a canonical form; indeed, given a function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} and a variable ordering <, there is exactly one ROBDD with variable ordering < that represents f .
For example, consider the BDD in Figure 2 (a). The variable ordering is x 0 < x 1 < . . . < x 4 , and each variable is represented by the corresponding level in the figure (i.e., the nodes at level i, with 0 ≤ i ≤ 4, are labeled with the variable x i , i.e., have index i). For instance, the root node a corresponds to the triple [a.index, a.0-child, a.1-child] = [0,Address of node b,Address of node c]. This BDD is ordered since any path from the root to a terminal node (0 or 1) respects the variable ordering x 0 < x 1 < . . . < x 4 . Moreover, the OBDD is reduced since we cannot apply the Merge Rule or the Deletion Rule to any node.
Many operations on Boolean functions can be efficiently implemented by OBDD's manipulations. For example Boolean operations (AND, OR, EXOR, etc.) between two OBDDs g 1 and g 2 have complexity O(|g 1 | · |g 2 |).
The if-and-only-if operator (⇔), which tests two OBDDs for functional equivalence, has the same complexity. The restriction of a function f , represented in an OBDD B (f x i or f x i ) can be computed in O(|B|). Finally, the negation of a function f has complexity O(1). For a description of these algorithms see [8, 9] and the Appendix.
Note that the representation of Boolean functions with ROBDDs allows to perform operations that do not depend on the number of inputs that are equal to 1 or 0; for this reason, algorithms based on ROBDDs are usually defined implicit algorithms. Usually, the terms BDD and OBDD are used instead of the correct term ROBDD.
There exists a wide variety of OBDD implementations. Some of them focus mainly on operation efficiency, others on memory usage efficiency. However, some strategies are largely used and discussed in classical works. One of them is the Unique Table. The unique table (U) is an array of hash tables (unique subtables), one for each variable of the function. We call U i the unique subtable for the variable x i . Each U i contains the reference to all the nodes N that contain variable x i . This reference, usually the memory address of the node [i, N.0-child, N.1-child], is indexed using N .0-child and N .1-child as input of a hash function. The unique table is used to maintain the OBDD reduced: the lookup on the table is indeed used to determine whether it is necessary or not to create a new node. If a node N with the same triple [N.index, N.0-child, N.1-child] already exists in the OBDD, the lookup returns a pointer to that node; otherwise a new node is created. For example, Figure 2 (b) shows the unique table for the OBDD depicted in Figure 2 (a).
Error Model
The definition of a fault model is a key choice in designing resilient data structures. However, there is not a common fault model for data structures in literature [27] : different authors have proposed different solutions, depending on the framework and on the type of errors considered.
A fault model in which any error is detectable via an error message when the program tries to reach the faulty object is proposed in [2] . That work focuses on pointer-based data structures, as OBDDs. However, the authors assume that an error denies access to an entire node of the structure. Such granularity is not fine enough to catch some interesting cases. Consider for instance a node in a pointer-based data structure, as a list or a stack, usually composed of some data and of one or more pointers to other nodes. Certainly, errors in different components of the node may affect differently the behavior of the data structure. The pointers, for instance, can maintain the structure properly connected despite an error in the data field of the node. Moreover, each component has peculiar characteristics, which could be exploited to increase the resilience of the data structure; these features might be lost if we consider only faults that involve the entire node.
A model with finer granularity, called faulty-RAM, is presented in [12, 13, 16] . In faulty-RAM an adversary can corrupt any memory word and it is impossible to determine a priori if a memory area is corrupted or not. Such a scenario is realistic since an error can be induced by an external source, perhaps temporary, which can change any memory location that can not be discovered a priori. Consider for instance a minor change, e.g., a single bit, in a memory location storing an integer value: the result is another integer, whose incorrect origin cannot always be detected. Another characteristic of the faulty-RAM model is its fine granularity: any memory location (from a single bit, the single data, or an entire structure) can be affected by a fault.
Another interesting error model is the single-component model [27] , which focuses on single attributes of an item at a time and assumes that each error affects one component of one node of the storage structure, e.g., a pointer, a counter, an identifier field. As mentioned earlier, reasoning at the component level allows us to exploit in a deeper way the characteristics of the nodes and of the whole data structure. For example, consider the basic representation of a node in a list: a fault can affect the given node, or the pointer to the next node. The two components have very different characteristics: if the loss of some data fields of a node, excluding the pointer, can be tolerated in certain conditions, the loss of the pointer can make unreachable a part of the data structure.
A further step forward is to model macro-faults such as Copy Faults (the content of a node is copied incorrectly into another node) or Memory Allocation Faults (memory is allocated that has already been used by another node), as proposed in [11] for OBDD's integrity verification. This model can be seen as a particular case of faulty-RAM or single-component model where memory faults create situations hard to spot (for example a corrupted pointer points to another node instead to a meaningless memory area).
In this paper we use the single-component model, and we consider, as components of a node, the index i and both the 0 and 1-pointers. We assume perfect error detection capabilities: errors are immediately reported when the program tries to use the fault component of a node. In fact, the main goal of our analysis is to study the capability of this data structure to restore corrupted data, not to detect them. However, it is worth mentioning that the peculiar structure of OBDDs could be exploited for error detection too.
For instance, the presence of faulty indices can be reported any time the index of a node and those of its children in the diagram are not consistent with the fixed variable ordering.
In our analysis, we also assume that the unique table of an OBDD is implemented using fault tolerant linked lists [2] . We recall from [2] that fault tolerant linked lists are resilient up to d faults, where d is a parameter, and present an O(1) space and amortized time overhead with respect to the basic data structure. In presence of f < d faults, at most O(f log f ) nodes of the lists are lost. Moreover, each node has a constant size and a constant out-degree, and the reconstruction time is a small polynomial in f and d, independently of the list size.
An alternative, but less practicable, assumption is to store the unique table of an OBDD in a safe memory area, which is not affected by errors.
Finally observe that, our analysis implicitly assumes that an OBDD is constructed correctly, and that memory faults occur when the data structure is in use. This could be seen as a strong assumption, but fortunately this assumption can be completely removed for index-resilient reduced OBDDs (see Section 4 for more details).
Errors in Indices
As we have seen, the OBDD node core structure is made up of three elements: an index i and the pointers to the 0-child and to the 1-child of the node. On this simple structure two types of faults can occur: corruption of the index or corruption of a pointer. In this section we discuss error resilient indices in OBDDs. In particular, we propose an efficient reconstruction algorithm, analyze the cost of the reconstruction of a corrupted index, and study the impact of the OBDD reduction rules on this cost. This study gives us the knowledge to describe in Section 4 a new and efficient variant of OBDDs that is index resilient.
Reconstruction Algorithm
First of all, we show how to reconstruct the index of a faulty node, restoring exactly the original OBDD and the associated function f .
Let N be a node, described by the triple [N.index, N.0-child, N.1-child], and suppose that a fault occurred on the index of N , so that N cannot be associated with one of the input variables. This causes a problem as it is impossible to determine the value of the function f , represented by the OBDD, on all input assignments whose corresponding paths go through N .
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the chosen variable ordering is {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n−1 }, so that the index of a variable defines the level of the variable in the corresponding OBDD. A first attempt to reconstruct the index of the faulty node N is to define a range of indices that contains the original index of the node.
Definition 1 (Node range) Let N be a node in an OBDD B, I N = [i P + 1, i C − 1] is the range containing all the possible levels for N in B, where i P is the maximum index of N 's parents in B, and i C is the minimum index of its children.
If i P + 1 = i C − 1, then the lost index i is i C − 1 (or i P + 1). Otherwise, we cannot say which index in the range was the original one.
Example 1 Consider the OBDD in Figure 2 (a). Suppose that the index 1 (corresponding to label x 1 ) of the node c is faulty. Note that the variable ordering of the OBDD is x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 . Since the faulty node has a parent node at level 0 (i.e., the parent has label x 0 ), the first possible level for c is 1. Moreover, the minimum index child of c has label x 4 , which means that the index of node c can be at most 3. In summary we have that i P = 0, i C = 4 and thus I c = [1, 3] .
Once we have defined the range I N containing the possible indices for N , we can use the unique table to find the correct index of N in this range as depicted in Algorithm 1. For each possible value l in the range I N , the algorithm visits the collision list corresponding to the hash value Hash(N .0-child, N .1-child) in the unique subtable associated to index l; that is, the algorithm examines all nodes with index l and pointers equals to the ones of the faulty node N , until it finds a node with the same memory address of N . Let us examine, through an example, how this algorithm works.
Example 2 Consider the OBDD in Figure 2 (a), together with its unique table of Figure 2 (b). Suppose that c is the faulty node. We know from Example 1 that I c = [1, 3] . Suppose to examine I c starting from level l = 3. The unique subtable associated to the variable with index 3 contains a node with the same pointers as the faulty node c, i.e., pointers to the terminal node 0 and to node f , respectively, but the address of this node is different from that of c. The algorithm then considers level l = 2: the unique subtable associated to the variable x 2 does not contain any node with the same pointers as c. Finally, for l = 1, a match is found: the unique subtable corresponding to the variable x 1 contains a node with the same pointers as c and the same memory address. Thus the correct index of the faulty node c is 1.
In the next proposition, we prove that Algorithm 1 is correct: it always outputs a result, which is exactly the index of the faulty node (in the single error model).
Proposition 1 Let B be an ordered OBDD, and N the only node whose index N.index is corrupted. Algorithm 1 always outputs an index j such that j = N.index.
Proof. Recall that the unique table is an array of hash tables (unique subtables), each corresponding to a variable of the function. The subtable associated to the variable x i (0 ≤ i < n) contains the reference to all the nodes N labeled by x i . This reference, usually the memory address of the node [i, N.0-child, N.1-child], is indexed using N .0-child and N .1-child as input of a hash function.
Assume, by contradiction, that the algorithm does not output any result. This means that the unique subtable associated to the variable with index N.index does not contain a pointer to node N in the cell (or list in case of collisions of the hash function) corresponding to the hash value Hash(N.0-child, N.1-child). Thus we reach a contradiction as such a situation can arise only if N ∈ B.
Now suppose that the algorithm outputs an index j such that j = N.index. This means that the unique subtable associated to j contains, in the cell (or collision list) corresponding to the hash value Hash(N.0-child, N.1-child), a pointer to a node N = [j, N.0-child, N.1-child] stored in the same memory area of N . This is again a contradiction. In fact (i) a pointer to a node is always inserted in the unique subtable corresponding to its index, thus the pointer to N cannot be stored in the unique subtable of j = N.index; and (ii) there cannot exist a node N = N in the same memory area of N , as different nodes cannot be stored in the same memory location.
We can note that the reconstruction of a faulty node N costs O(|I N |) on average, since operations on the unique hash table have an average constant time complexity.
Observe that the algorithm can handle at most one error, thus it outputs an invalid index value -1 only in presence of more faulty nodes, when it cannot work as expected. Such a situation could arise for instance if the index of a parent or of a child of the faulty node N is corrupted as well. Indeed, in this case the range I N computed by the algorithm would not be correct as, e.g., it could not contain the level of the faulty node. However, such a situation can be easily handled in the following way: if, after scanning I N , the algorithm has not found the index of N , the range I N can be extended considering lower values for the parents' indices, and higher values for the index of the children of N . In the worst case, when all indices are corrupted, we must set I N = [0, n] as range of the root of the OBDD, to reconstruct the index of the root, while for all other nodes in the OBDD we will be able to set only a lower limit for their range, if we restore all indices from the root down to the terminal nodes.
Reconstruction Cost
Let us now examine which characteristics make an OBDD more suitable to the reconstruction of a corrupted index, that is on which diagrams the proposed algorithm is more efficient. To this aim, we introduce a metric to measure the cost of the reconstruction of a corrupted index of an OBDD node in the worst case, the overall cost of index reconstruction for all nodes in an OBDD, and the average reconstruction cost.
Definition 2 (Index reconstruction cost)
The reconstruction cost C(N ) of the faulty index N is given by the number of indices that are candidate to be the correct one in N .
If we consider the case of one fault only in node N , we have that C(N ) is at most |I N |. In particular, C(N ) = |I N | whenever there is no additional knowledge on the structure of the OBDD. In the rest of this section, we therefore assume that C(N ) = |I N |. Instead, in Section 4 we will study OBDDs with a particular structure implying that C(N ) ≤ |I N |.
For example, the reconstruction cost of the node c of the OBDD in Figure 2 (a) is the cardinality of its range, i.e., C(c)
Definition 3 (Overall index reconstruction cost) Given an OBDD B with k nodes {N 1 , N 2 , ..., N k }, the overall index reconstruction cost of its nodes is
Definition 4 (Average index reconstruction cost) Given an OBDD B with k nodes, the average index reconstruction cost of its nodes is
In the best case, C m is a constant, meaning that the index of each node of the OBDD can be reconstructed in constant time. This condition is satisfied, e.g., by a complete OBDD, where no reduction rules have been applied. In fact, in a "complete" unreduced OBDD, all paths from the root to the terminal nodes contain exactly n nodes, where n is the number of input variables. Thus, for each node N , C(N ) = |I N | = 1.
It is interesting to notice that the optimal cost C m (B) = 1 can also be reached by reduced OBDD, as it happens, e.g., for the parity function, whose OBDD, even if very compact, with at most two nodes per level, only contains paths of length n, i.e., path with a node on each level (see Fig. 3(a) ).
As these two examples (complete unreduced OBDD, and OBDD for the parity function) clearly suggest, the reconstruction cost increases whenever an OBDD contains paths, from the root to the terminal nodes, shorter than n, i.e., paths lacking nodes from some level of the diagram. In fact, in this case, the range of the nodes possibly increases. Such a condition is caused by the application of the reduction rules to the starting complete OBDD representing a given function. Thus, let us examine the impact of such rules on the index reconstruction cost. Let us start with the first rule, i.e., the merge of isomorphic subgraphs.
.., N m } be the roots of the isomorphic subgraphs to be merged, and let N i ∈ {N 1 , N 2 , ..., N m } be the node that will be kept in the diagram after the merge. The application of this reduction rule improves the overall index reconstruction cost C t that decreases by a value equal to m j=0,j =i C(N j ). Proof. First observe that the roots of the isomorphic subgraphs {N 1 , N 2 , ..., N m } have the same index value, are all on the same level l, and share the same children. After the application of the rule, m − 1 of these nodes are deleted from the OBDD, and the edges pointing to them are all redirected to the only root node that is kept. Thus, the ranges of the parents of the deleted nodes do not change, as they are redirected to a node on the same level and with the same index of their original child; and for the same reason, the ranges of the children of the deleted nodes do not change either. Finally, note that the application of the rule allows us to subtract from the overall cost C t the index reconstruction cost of all deleted nodes. Let us now examine the impact of the second rule, i.e., the deletion of nodes with both edges pointing to the same OBDD node. Let N l be a node at level l whose 0-edge and 1-edge point to the same node N l+k on level l + k, with k > 0. Let N l+k+z be the child of N l+k with minimum index
be the other child of N l−g i on level l − g i + j i , with j i > 0. Finally, let N l+k−q (N l+k−q = N l ) be the parent of N l+k (if exists) with the highest index l + k − q with 0 < q ≤ l + k. Figure 4 shows the portion of diagram described above. Theorem 2 After the application of the deletion rule, the overall index reconstruction cost of the OBDD changes for an amount
Proof. Before the deletion of N l , the ranges I l−g i , I l , I l+k of the nodes N l−g i , N l , N l+k , respectively, are (see Figure 4 ):
After the deletion of N l , these ranges change as follows (see Figure 4 ):
I l is empty since N l has been deleted. The lower bound for I l−g i does not change, since the deletion happened at a lower level, while the upper bound now depends on the child of N l . On the other hand, I l+k maintains its upper bound, but its lower bound now depends on the parent of N l with highest index. Note that the ranges of the other nodes do not depend on l, thus they do not change after the deletion of N l . The best case happens when no range depends on N l , that is ∀i ∈ r : l − g i + j i ≤ l and l ≤ l + k − q. In this case, the ranges I l−g i and I l+k do not change. Since N l is removed, the overall index reconstruction cost C is reduced by
The worst case happens when all the parents and the child of N l have a range depending on N l , i.e., ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , r] : l − g i + j i > l and l > l + k − q. In this case, the deletion of N l implies a change of the ranges I l−g i and I l+k . The upper bound for each
The increase of |I l−g i | is then upper-bounded by r k. Moreover, the lower bound for N l+k changes from l to max(l−min(g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g r ), l+k−q). Thus, the increase of |I l+k | is
Finally, since |I l | = min(g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g r ) + k − 1 and N l is deleted, the value of C, in the worst case, is increased by:
Note that the use of the deletion rule does not always increase the index reconstruction cost. For example, consider the reduced OBDD B in Figure 3(b) . While the reduction of B involved both the merge and deletion rules, its index reconstruction cost, C m (B), is equal to 1. In fact, each node containing the variable x i with 0 < i < 3 has at least a parent containing the variable x i−1 and a child containing the variable x i+1 . Moreover, the node corresponding to x 0 has a child containing the variable x 1 , and the node containing x 3 has a parent containing the variable x 2 . Nevertheless, while the merge rule never increases the index reconstruction cost C m (B), the deletion rule can increase it, as shown in the reduced OBDD of Figure 2(a) , where the node c containing the vertex x 1 has range I c = [1, 3] , thus its reconstruction costs 3. This means that the elimination of one of its children containing the variable x 2 increased the index reconstruction cost.
Index-Resilient OBDDs
The analysis of the previous section has shown how the reconstruction of a corrupted index could be quite onerous, as a consequence of the process of reduction of an OBDD. In particular, while the merge rule never increases the overall index reconstruction cost, the application of the deletion rule could increase it. In this section, we describe a new OBDD model where we maintain some redundancy, that is we keep some redundant nodes in the diagram, in order to guarantee a constant index reconstruction cost for each node. In particular we will define an OBDD, called index-resilient reduced OBDD, satisfying the following properties:
1. the index reconstruction cost of each node N is C(N ) = 1; 2. any node with a faulty index has a reconstruction cost O(r), where r is the number of nodes with a corrupted index in the OBDD;
3. the pointers to the parents of a node are never used;
4. the indices can be restored without using the unique table;
5. the new OBDD is canonical.
Observe that, Property 3 guarantees that for the reconstruction of the index of a node N we do not need to know the indices of its parents. This is very important since the number of parents of a node N in a OBDD can be exponential in the number of variables; indeed, it can be O(m), where m is the total number of nodes in the OBDD, and, in the worst case, m ∈ Θ(2 n /n) [20] . Let us start with a simple observation: since the deletion rule can increase the index reconstruction cost, we could decide not to apply this rule during the reduction of an OBDD. In this way, we have clearly a cost C(N ) = 1 for each node N in the OBDD. An OBDD that is reduced using exclusively the merge rule is called quasi-reduced OBDD [20] .
An important property of quasi-reduced OBDD is that each node at level i has all parents at level i − 1 and all children on level i + 1. For example, consider the OBDD in Figure 6 (a). This OBDD has been reduced using the merge rule only.
Once we fix a variable ordering, it is easy to verify that quasi-reduced OBDDs are canonical forms. Quasi-reduced OBDDs are an interesting solution since the growth of the number of nodes, with respect to a reduced OBDD, is not very significant, as statistically studied in [20] . Thus, quasireduced OBDDs are still a compact representation and could represent a convenient and canonical trade-off between memory saving, reduction time and error reconstruction time.
However, as we have already observed for the reduced OBDD B in Figure 3(b) , the use of the deletion rule does not always increase the index reconstruction cost. In other words, it is still possible to delete some redundant node in a quasi-reduced OBDD guaranteeing that, in the final OBDD, the index reconstruction cost of each node N is still C(N ) = 1. Most importantly, as we will show in this section, it is possible to have a canonical OBDD, more compact than a quasi-reduced one, and with a cost C(N ) = 1 for each node N .
For this purpose, we define a new class of OBDDs:
Definition 5 (Index-Resilient OBDD) An Index-Resilient OBDD is an OBDD with no mergeable nodes, where each internal node N on level i has at least one child on level i + 1, for any level of the OBDD.
In particular, a quasi-reduced OBDD is an index-resilient OBDD where each node on level i has all parents on level i − 1 and all children on level i + 1.
Observe that the index reconstruction cost for any node N in an indexresilient OBDD is C(N ) = 1, since the variable index of a node N is directly given by i = min{i 0 , i 1 } − 1 where i 0 and i 1 are the levels of the 0-and 1-child of N . Note also that for the reconstruction of the index of N we do not need to know the indices of its parents (whose number is not a priori known), but only the indices of its children that are always 2 in number.
To compute a compact index-resilient OBDD, we start from a quasireduced one deleting some redundant nodes while preserving the indexresilient property. In order to efficiently test whether we can delete a redundant node N , we need the following parameter: Definition 6 Let B be an index-resilient OBDD and let N be a redundant node in B. The parameter numP (N ) is the number of parents P of N satisfying at least one of the following properties:
1. P.0-child and P.1-child are redundant (possibly, P.0-child = P. 1-child) and N = P.1-child;
2. P has another child N = N on a level strictly greater than i+1, where i is the level of P .
Note that this parameter is not defined for non redundant nodes. Moreover, if N is the root and is redundant, then numP (N ) = 0. Finally, observe that in a quasi-reduced OBDD there are no nodes P satisfying the second property, as all children of any node are on the level immediately below it. The parameter numP (N ) counts the number of parents, of a redundant node N , whose cost is affected by the deletion of N . In fact, the cost C(P ) = 1, of a node P at level i, is not increased by the deletion of one of its children N in the unique case when P has the other child N , on level i + 1, that cannot be removed. The child N is not removed in two possible cases: 1) N is not redundant; 2) N is redundant (like N ) but is the 1-child of P . The second criterion is an arbitrary choice due to the necessity of deleting one of the two redundant children of a node P while maintaining the index reconstruction cost and the canonicity of the representation. More precisely, when a node P has two redundant children, one of them can be removed without changing the cost of P . In this paper we always remove the 0-child of P in order to guarantee that the resulting OBDD is canonical (see Theorem 4) . Observe that a redundant 0-child is not always removed, since this node could be a non removable one due to other parents' constraints. The choice of removing the 1-children is analogous. For example, see the quasi-reduced OBDD in Figure 6 (a). Each redundant node N in the figure has a value that corresponds to numP (N ).
This parameter can be efficiently computed with a depth first or a breadth first visit of a quasi-reduced OBDD.
When the quasi-reduced OBDD is constructed and numP is computed, we can characterize chains of redundant nodes that can be removed, maintaining equal to 1 the index reconstruction cost of each remaining node. Consider, for example, the portion of an OBDD in Figure 5 (a), the chain of redundant nodes from node x 5 to node x 7 can be removed, since the cost of the remaining nodes is not affected by the deletion. In fact, each remaining internal node on level i still has, at least, a child on level i + 1. The same happens for the chain of redundant nodes from node x 5 to node x 7 in the OBDD portion in Figure 5 (b). Note that, in this OBDD, the node x 5 on the right has two distinct redundant children. The only child that can be removed is the 0-child that is in the chain. On the contrary, the chain from x 5 to x 7 in Figure 5 (c) cannot be completely removed because x 7 is a 1-child, with a redundant sibling, of the node x 6 on the right. In this case only the chain from node x 5 to node x 6 , together with the redundant node x 7 on the right, can be removed.
Our purpose is to delete chains of redundant nodes in a quasi-reduced OBDD without increasing the index reconstruction cost. We therefore introduce the concept of removable chain. = N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N k (with k ≥ 1) of redundant nodes such that:
Definition 7 (Removable chain
The second requirement states that the same property holds for any other node N of the chain, with the only difference that now N can have one redundant parent: the node above it in the chain. As a consequence of these two conditions, only the 0-child of a node N with two different redundant children will be possibly deleted from the OBDD, while the 1-child will be kept to maintain the node range of N . Note that when the chain is composed by a single redundant node N , we have that N is removable when numP (N ) = 0.
Definition 8 (Maximal removable chain)
A removable chain is maximal if it cannot be further extended, i.e., the child M of the chain, if redundant, does not satisfy condition 2 of Definition 7.
In the following proposition we show that in an index-resilient OBDD there are no maximal "crossing" chains.
Proposition 2 A node N in an index-resilient OBDD cannot be part of two different maximal chains.
Proof. We can observe that in an index-resilient OBDD there are no nodes with two different redundant parents. This is due to the fact that a node cannot have two redundant parents either on the same level (they would be mergeable) or on different levels, as any node must have at least a child on the level immediately below it. Moreover, since any internal node in an OBDD has two children (possibly the same node), there are no redundant nodes with two distinct children. Finally, since each chain has a head N 1 such that numP (N 1 ) = 0 (i.e., N 1 has no redundant parents), by definition of maximal removable chain it is not possible that a maximal chain contains another maximal chain. From these properties we have that any node in an index-resilient OBDD cannot be part of two distinct maximal chains. The following proposition shows that the deletion of a removable chain in an index-resilient OBDD does not change the overall index reconstruction cost, i.e., after the removal of the chain, each internal node on level i still has at least a child on level i + 1, for any level in the OBDD.
Proposition 3 Let C = N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N k , k ≥ 1, be a removable chain in an index-resilient OBDD. The OBDD resulting from the deletion of C is still index-resilient.
Proof. We must show that the deletion of C does not change the node range of the parents of the nodes in C, as these are the only nodes in the OBDD that could be affected by the deletion of C. More precisely, the deletion of C could change the upper bound in the range of the parents. Observe that the cost C(M ) of the child M of the chain C is not increased since C(M ) depends on the children of M .
Condition 1 in Definition 7 guarantees that the head of the chain N 1 has siblings that can be used to maintain the upper bound in the node range of all its parents. Indeed, for any parent P of N 1 , the sibling N of N 1 lies on the level immediately below P and will never be deleted from the OBDD as it is either non redundant, or redundant but not removable (since in this last case, its redundant sibling N 1 is not the 1-child of P ). Analogously, condition 2 in Definition 7 implies that each node N i , 2 ≤ i ≤ k, can only have non redundant siblings N , or redundant siblings N = N i that are the 1-child of their parents. These siblings, that will never be deleted from the OBDD, guarantee that the index reconstruction cost of each parent of N i remains equal to 1. The new reduction algorithm (Algorithm 2) is based on three visits of the 0-index-resilient OBDD B in input. The first visit is used to compute the parameter numP (N ), for each redundant node N in B. Then, with a breadth first visit, all removable maximal chains are identified and their nodes are finally removed with a last visit of the OBDD, executed by the procedure Remove(). The procedure Remove() is a simple recursive depth first visit that deletes from the OBDD all nodes identified as removable. Recall that, when we compute the parameter numP starting with a quasi-reduced OBDD, we only have to consider the first property in Definition 6 (i.e., the first if in the second for each of Algorithm 2).
The correctness of the new reduction algorithm is proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Let B be an index-resilient OBDD. Algorithm 2, with input B, computes a index-resilient OBDD B r equivalent to B that does not contain any removable chain.
Proof. First, observe that the new reduction algorithm modifies the input OBDD B only applying the deletion rule to a subset of its redundant nodes. Thus, the resulting OBDD B r is equivalent to B.
Second, we can observe that the algorithm removes only maximal chains. In fact, the algorithm finishes the construction of a removable chain with a redundant child M (that is not removed) only if numP (M ) > 1. This means that there is another parent of M , not in the chain, that has two different redundant children and M is its 1-child. Thus, the deletion of the chain cannot make M removable.
To complete the proof, we must show that the deletion of a maximal chain C = N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N k cannot make redundant, and therefore possibly removable, the parents (not in C) of any node N i , for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k. For this purpose, we can observe that when we remove a chain of redundant nodes, the parents of these nodes, that are not included in the chain, become parents of the child M of the chain. By definition of removable chain, each parent P of N i , outside the chain, has another child N = N i on level + 1, where is the level of P . Once the chain has been deleted, each parent P of any node N i ends up with two children on different levels: N on level + 1 and M on a level strictly greater than + 1, since M is a descendant of a child of P ; thus none of these parents can become redundant.
The cost of the algorithm is linear in the size of the OBDD in input, as it basically consists in just three visits of the data structure and each chain is visited only once, starting from its head. The Remove(BDD) procedure removes a node N only if T oRemove(N ) is T rue. The cost of the reduce procedure is linear in the number m of nodes in the OBDD B (note that, since any internal node has two children, the number of edges in a OBDD is O(m)). Figure 6 (a). Algorithm 2, starting from a quasi-reduced OBDD, first computes numP (N ) for each redundant node N . The second visit of the OBDD is a breadth first visit that considers the redundant nodes in each level and checks whether they are heads of removable chains, starting from the root (level L 0 ). Starting from the head of any removable chain, the algorithm decides if each node N in the chain can be removed, checking its parameter numP (N ). In the example, the first chain considered is the one that starts with the 0-child N 1 of the root, which has numP (N 1 ) = 0 (condition 1 in Definition 7). Its unique child N 2 (corresponding to the variable x 2 ) is also redundant, and it is such that numP (N 2 ) = 1 (condition 2 in Definition 7), moreover its child N 3 (corresponding to the variable x 3 ) is not redundant. Note that x 2 has a redundant sibling but it is the 0-child of their common parent. The node N 3 is the child of the maximal chain. Then, the algorithm considers the next redundant node not yet visited, that is the node with label x 2 on the right of level L 2 . This node S cannot be head of a chain since numP (S) = 0; indeed, S is the 1-child of a node with two redundant children. The algorithm, finally, takes into account the redundant node Q, corresponding to the variable x 4 on level L 4 . Q can be the head of a removable chain, as numP (Q) = 0. Its unique child R is also redundant and such that numP (R) = 1. Thus, Q and R form a maximal removable chain. The resulting OBDD, shown in Figure 6 (b), is 0-index-resilient and does not contain any removable chain.
Example 3 Consider the quasi-reduced OBDD in
We now formally introduce the concept of Index-Resilient Reduced OBDD.
Definition 9 (Index-Resilient Reduced OBDD) An index-resilient OBDD is reduced if it does not contain any removable chain.
In the next theorem we summarize and prove some important properties of the index-resilient reduced OBDDs obtained with the proposed reduction algorithm applied on a quasi-reduced OBDD. 2. B r does not contain mergeable nodes; 3. B r is canonical, i.e., given a function f and a variable ordering <, B r is the only index-resilient reduced OBDD with variable ordering < that represents f .
Proof.
1. Since the algorithm starts with a quasi-reduced OBDD, Proposition 3 guarantees that the deletion of the removable chains maintains the OBDD index-resilient, i.e., for each remaining internal node on level i there exists at least a child on level i + 1, for any level of the OBDD.
2. Suppose by contradiction that N and N are two mergeable nodes at level i of B r . N and N have a child at level i + 1, and a child N j at level j > i. If j = i + 1, the fact that N and N are mergeable is in contradiction with the fact that the algorithm started with a quasireduced OBDD. If j > i + 1, then the original quasi-reduced OBDD contained a removable chain between N and N j and one between N and N j . This in turns implies that N j had two redundant parents on the same level in the original quasi-reduced OBDD. Thus we reach a contradiction with the fact that the starting OBDD is quasi-reduced, as the two redundant parents of N j are mergeable.
3. Given a quasi-reduced OBDD there is an unique way to delete maximal reducible chains, since each node cannot be part of two different chains and the removal of reducible chains does not produce new removable chains or mergeable nodes. Here it is important to recall that there is no ambiguity in the definition of removable chains: given any node P with two redundant and different children, only the 0-child can be head or part of a removable chain. The index-resilient reduced OBDD is then a canonical form.
In summary, index-resilient reduced OBDDs represent a good trade-off between index reconstruction cost and number of nodes in the OBDD. Moreover, the index reconstruction cost remains limited even in presence of more than one error on the indices, as stated and proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 5
The reconstruction cost of a node N on level i in a indexresilient reduced OBDD B affected by r errors on the indices is O(min(r, 2 n−i )).
Proof. First, we note that, starting from the node N on level i, there is always a complete path (i.e., a path containing the variable x i , x i+1 , . . . , x n ) that ends on a leaf. This path can be exploited to reconstruct the index of N . In fact, the index of N can be computed using the indices of its children in the following way. Let j 0 and j 1 be the levels of the 0-child and of the 1-child of N . If both children are not affected by errors, then the index of N is i = min{j 0 , j 1 } − 1. Otherwise, we recursively proceed on the OBDD rooted in any corrupted child of N , and we will restore the index of N when both the indices of its children will be corrected. The recursion stops on corrupted nodes with two uncorrupted children. Note that we can consider the two terminal nodes (the leaves of the OBDD) uncorrupted, as they could be memorized in a safe memory, or duplicated. In the worst case, the reconstruction cost is the minimum between the dimension of the OBDD rooted in N (i.e., O(2 n−i )) and the total number of corrupted nodes in B (i.e., O(r)). The number of visited nodes is then O(min(r, 2 n−i )).
We can observe that this strategy does not exploit the unique table of the OBDD.
Finally observe that, even if in our analysis we have implicitly assumed that an OBDD is constructed correctly, and that memory faults occur when the data structure is in use, this assumption can be completely removed for index-resilient reduced OBDDs. Indeed, their construction starts from a binary decision tree that is transformed into a QR-BDD applying the merge rule, and in both models each node has all children on the level immediately below. Moreover, during the execution of the reduction algorithm on a quasi-reduced OBDD, we always guarantee that each node has at least one child on the level below, thus a faulty index can be immediately detected and restored.
Operations on Index-Resilient OBDDs
In the previous section we have described a new OBDD data structure that is resilient to index faults and we have shown how an index-resilient (reduced) OBDD can be constructed starting from a quasi-reduced one.
However, OBDDs are not often constructed from quasi-reduced ones, but instead through a sequence of binary Boolean operators (as AND, OR, EXOR) applied to other OBDDs mainly using the algorithm Apply reviewed in the Appendix. Therefore, we now discuss how this algorithm can be modified in order to guarantee that the OBDD in output is resilient to index faults. Moreover, the new described algorithm for Apply is error resilient itself, i.e., it computes an OBDD resilient to index faults even if some errors occur during the computation. In other words, in this section we consider a dynamic framework where OBDDs are dynamically computed in a non-safe memory.
When performing operations on OBDDs, we will always suppose that the OBDDs in input are index-resilient reduced OBDDs, and we will show that the OBDD in output is still an index-resilient reduced OBDD.
Error Correction Procedures
The algorithm discussed in this section derives from the standard algorithm Apply avoiding the use the unique table. Moreover, as described in the Appendix, the polynomial complexity of the Apply algorithm is due to a matrix M A that contains the pointers to the nodes computed in the recursive calls. Therefore, we first discuss how to handle errors occurring in the data structures used by OBDD operators, i.e., the indices in the OBDD and the matrix M A .
Errors in Indices
We first recall that, in an index-resilient OBDD, each internal node N on level i has at least one child on level i+1. The algorithm for the reconstruction of a faulty index is described in the proof of Theorem 5 and is shown in Algorithm 3. In particular, the reconstruction is based on the following property. Let N be a node on level i of an index-resilient OBDD, there is always a complete path (i.e., a path containing the variable x i , x i+1 , . . . , x n ) from N to a leaf. The complete strategy is described in the recursive function IndexReconstruct(B,N) (see Algorithm 3). Recall that, by Theorem 5, the number of recursive calls of Algorithm 3 is in O(r), where r is the total number of errors in the index-resilient OBDD. Errors in Matrix M A Matrix M A is exploited by the Apply algorithm for memorizing the output of the recursive calls in order to avoid an exponential number of re-computations (see the Appendix for more details). In particular, let B and B be the two OBDDs whose roots are the inputs to the Apply algorithm, we have that matrix M A is a table with t rows and t columns, where t (resp., t ) is the number of nodes in the OBDD B (resp., B ). Position 
The Apply Algorithm
Let us now discuss how to execute the Apply procedure on two indexresilient reduced OBDDs, representing two functions f and g, and compute a new OBDD B, representing (f op g) for a given Boolean binary operator op. The obtained OBDD B will then be transformed in an index-resilient reduced OBDD through a reduction procedure described below.
Unlike the standard implementation, this Apply procedure makes use of the matrix M A without exploiting the unique table. Therefore, the OBDD in output can contain mergeable nodes. Observe that the matrix M A is enough to guarantee that the Apply procedure is quadratic, and that the size of the output OBDD is bounded by the product of the size of the two input OBDDs. The second difference with respect to the standard implementation is that during the execution of the algorithm we do not delete redundant nodes in order to preserve the index resilience property. As already mentioned, the detection and deletion of the removable chains is executed in a second step.
We can now observe that the Apply algorithm, executed on two indexresilient OBDDs, preserves, by construction, the property that each internal node on level i, of the output OBDD, has at least one child on level i + 1. Indeed, recall that if Apply is called on two nodes N and M with the same index i, then a new node U with index i is created, and the algorithm is recursively executed on the two 0-children and on the two 1-children of N and M to generate the OBDDs whose roots become the 0-child and 1-child of U , respectively. If instead N and M have different indices, Apply creates a new node U with the lowest index between those of N and M , and proceeds recursively by pairing the 0 and 1-child of the node with lowest index with the other node to generate the OBDDs whose roots become the 0-child and 1-child of U , respectively.
Without loss of generality, suppose that N .index = i and M .index ≥ i. Then the new node U has index i and at least one of its children has index i + 1, since During the execution of the Apply procedure, some errors in the data structures may occur, in particular errors in the indices of the nodes in the OBDDs in input and errors in the recursive table M A . All these errors can be handled as explained in the previous Section 5.1.
The OBDD B for (f op g) computed by Apply can contain mergeable nodes and chains of removable redundant nodes. In order to get an index-resilient reduced OBDD we must perform some operations on the data structure. First of all, observe that we cannot simply reduce B by running the reduction algorithm described in Section 4. Indeed, since B is not a quasi-reduced OBDD, Algorithm 2 may introduce some new mergeable nodes in the OBDD, as shown in the example depicted in Figure 7 . Therefore, instead of running Algorithm 2 alone, we first transform B into a quasi-reduced equivalent OBDD, and we perform the following Reduction procedure:
1. Transformation into a quasi-reduced OBDD. For any i and for any node N on level i with one child M on level j > i + 1, we insert a chain of redundant nodes between N and M , with consecutive indices of value in the range [i+1, j −1]. This operation is simply implemented with a visit of the OBDD B. After this step, all paths from the root of B to the terminal nodes have length n. Also observe that the size of the OBDD increases in the worst case for a multiplicative factor of order n.
2.
Merge. Since the obtained OBDD B contains mergeable nodes we need to reduce it applying the merge rule to its nodes before executing Algorithm 2. In order to guarantee the error resilience of this procedure we avoid the use of unique tables or other data structures, at the expense of a quadratic time complexity. In fact, this task can be accomplished through a DFS visit of the OBDD: when a node N is visited, we perform a second visit that identifies and merge all nodes mergeable with N .
3. Removal of redundant chains. Finally, we can reduce the OBDD B applying Algorithm 2.
As for the Apply procedure, if during the execution of these steps some errors in the indices occur, we handle them as explained in Section 5.1. After all these operations, the final OBDD will be an index-resilient reduced OBDD, as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 6 Let B be the OBDD computed executing the Apply algorithm and the Reduction procedure. Then B is an index-resilient reduced OBDD.
Proof. In order to prove that B is index-resilient, we must show that B does not contain mergeable nodes, and that each internal node N on level i has at least one child on level i + 1. This follows immediately since steps 1 and 2, of the Reduction procedure, transform B into a quasi-reduced OBDD. Thus, Algorithm 2 is executed on a quasi-reduced OBDD and Theorem 4 implies that B is index-resilient and reduced.
Finally, observe that if we use step 2 as the merge strategy to build a quasi-reduced OBDD starting from a binary decision tree (see Section 4), we have that steps 2 and 3 of the Reduction procedure provide an error resilient algorithm for the construction of index-resilient reduced OBDDs starting from binary decision trees. 
Error in Edges
Besides indices, it is important to study how to correct errors in pointers to the children of a node. Pointer based data structures are not, in general, error resilient, since the loss of a pointer can imply the loss of an important part of the data structure. This is the scenario that we have for OBDDs. In fact, if a node N has a unique parent and an error occurs to the pointer from the parent to N , then N and, possibly, part of the subgraph rooted in N are no more reachable. Moreover, the loss of a pointer can give errors even if the pointed node has more than one parent, as discussed in the following example.
Example 4 Consider the OBDD in Figure 8 and the node c. Suppose that its 1-edge, i.e., the edge pointing to d, is corrupted. Note that, although we are loosing the edge from c to d, d is still connected to the rest of the OBDD through the edge from f to d. Nevertheless, we cannot decide which is the value of the function represented by the OBDD in the case we are considering a path through c and the variable contained in c is true.
Observe that in the unique table we have always a pointer to each node. The problem is to reconstruct a corrupted link between two nodes in the OBDD. The unique table can be useful in this reconstruction, but, unfortunately, in the unique table we do not memorize the pointer values, but only the indices. In fact, we use the hash of the pointer values to identify a node. More precisely, consider the unique subtable U i corresponding to the variable x i of the unique table U of a given OBDD. We can find the subtable U i of U knowing the index i. In U i we have all the nodes that contain x i . Each node is memorized using an hash function on its children. Consider the node N characterized by the tuple [i, N.0-child, N.1-child]: we have that N ∈ U i and its index in the subtable U i is the integer value Hash(N.0-child, N.1-child). Obviously, starting from such index value we cannot directly compute the values N.0-child and N.1-child.
A possible way to use the unique table is to try all the possible pointers of the graph. In particular, let N be a node, corresponding to the tuple This strategy is very expensive since, in the worst case, we would check each node in the graph. To restrict the number of possible checks, we can exploit again the OBDD properties. If we have a node N at level l N (i.e., with index x l N ), each of its children must have a level l C > l N . We have then a bound on the number of possible nodes to check. Of course, if we have an error in the levels close to the OBDD root, the number of nodes to check is still high.
A possible way to improve the pointer reconstruction could be that of storing all pointers to the nodes in an additional vector, in the order given by a depth first visit of the OBDD, following first the 0-edges, as suggested in [26] . Therefore, let us assume that the nodes of the OBDD are saved contiguously in the memory, in the order given by a depth first visit of the OBDD, following first the 0-edges; alternatively we can assume that all pointers to the nodes are stored, in the same order, in an additional vector. Each node N is represented in the vector as the triple [index, N .0-child, N .1-child]. In contrast to what was done in [26] , we will consider terminal nodes as simple nodes, and we will assume that the terminal node with label 0 has index 0 and pointers to NULL, while the terminal node with label 1 has index 1 and pointers to NULL; e.g., the 0 terminal node is represented
Definition 10 (Node vector) The node vector V B of an OBDD B is a vector containing all nodes N ∈ B in the order given by a depth first visit of B, following first the 0-edges.
For instance, the node vector of the OBDD B in Figure 8 , is given by
In [26] the main goal is to reduce the size of the OBDD, so that all redundant information are then deleted from the vector of nodes, with the final effect that some pointers are removed from the memory. In fact, given a node N , if N .0-child has not been visited yet, then it will be surely stored in the memory area adjacent to that of N . Analogously, if N .1-child has not been visited yet, then it will be stored after the subgraph rooted in N .0-child. Therefore, the pointers N .0-child and N .1-child are not necessary anymore, as the children of N can be found computing their position.
Example 5 Consider the first node of the OBDD B in Figure 8 . As both its children have not yet been visited, we do not need their identification to compute their positions. On the contrary, e.g., for the node f we need the pointer to d, as d has already been visited and stored before f and its position cannot be computed. For the last node visited, h, we need to keep both pointers. The OBDD could then be represented in a more compact way by the vector 0121314102d3101fg.
Observe that in this way it is possible to quickly find the children for some nodes, but it is not possible to determine a priori which nodes will have this characteristic, i.e., for which corrupted node it will be possible to recompute the children. Thus, the idea is to use the computed value as an upper bound, i.e., as a position in the node vector over which the child cannot be found.
Definition 11 (Child bound) Given a node vector V, a node N , and a child N f of N , the child bound is the integer value L N f s.t.
The value of L N f depends on the position of the node N and on the edge connecting N to its child N f : the value is indeed computed differently if the edge is a 0-edge or a 1-edge. In the first case, N.0-child occupies a position p 0 < p. In the second case, since we are visiting the OBDD in depth first order, with priority on the 0-edges, N.0-child will be inserted immediately after N , and its location will then be p + 1. For the 1-edges, the child bound is computed in a different way, as these edges are visited only when the subgraph rooted in the 0-child of the current node has been visited and inserted in the node vector.
Proposition 5 Let N be a node located at the position p of the node vector, let N.0-child and N.1-child be its children, and let B 0 be the subgraph rooted in N.0-child. Then, the child bound of N.1-child is L N.1-child = p + |B 0 | + 1.
Proof. As before, when the node N is inserted two cases may occur:
1. N.1-child has already been inserted in the vector; 2. N.1-child has not yet been inserted in the vector.
In the first case, N.1-child occupies a position p 1 < p. In the second case, since we are visiting the OBDD in depth first order with priority on the 0-edges, N.1-child will be inserted only after the visit of the subgraph B 0 has been completed, and all its nodes have been inserted in the node vector. As some nodes of B 0 might be already stored in the node vector when N is visited, the position of N.1-child will be less or equal to p + |B 0 | + 1.
Example 7 Consider the OBDD B in Figure 8 , and its node vector V B . Suppose that the 1-edge of node b is corrupted. As the subgraph rooted in the 0-child c of b has dimension 5, and b is located at the position p b = 1 of V B , the child bound of its 1-child is L N.1-child = p b + 5 + 1 = 7.
We can now define the set of nodes that could possibly be the children of a corrupted node.
Definition 12 Let N be a node on level l N , whose pointer to the child N f is corrupted. The set of nodes that could be N f is the set
Observe that the nodes on levels less or equal to l N have been removed from the set, as they cannot be children of N . Let us now prove that this set certainly contains N f .
Proposition 6 Let N be a node whose pointer to the child N f is corrupted.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that N f ∈ S N f . Thus, either the position of N f in the node vector is not included in the range [0,
Observe that the first case cannot occur as the position of N f cannot be negative, and must be less or equal to the child bound L N f , as proved in Propositions 4 and 5. Finally, also the second case cannot occur, since if N is the parent of N f , l N must be strictly less than l N f . We can now define the reconstruction algorithm for corrupted pointers.
Observe that the node vector contains completely correct data and this guarantees the correctness of the algorithm.
First of all, the algorithm, through the function ComputeLimit, computes the child bound for the corrupted pointer, applying Propositions 4 and 5.
ComputeLimit uses the functions PositionOf and NodeOf for computing the position of N in the node vector and the dimension of the subgraph rooted in N 0 , respectively. Then, the set S N f of all nodes that could be children of N is defined and examined. For each node N f in S N f , the algorithm verifies the nodes corresponding to Hash(N .0-child, N f ), if the corrupted pointer is a 1-edge, or to Hash(N f , N .1-child), if the corrupted pointer is a 0-edge; if one of them is the pointer to N , N f is the correct pointer.
Under certain circumstances, this strategy returns a wrong value. This is due to collisions on the hash tables. Since the values of the pointers are stored as a hash digest, it is not possible to calculate their original values from the unique table. In particular, let N 1 and N 2 be two pointers to be checked where N 2 is the correct one, and let N .1-child be the healthy edge of the node. A wrong reconstruction can happen when H(N 1 , N.1-child) = H(N 2 , N.1-child) and N 1 is checked before N 2 . This problem can be handled by using a perfect hashing function, in order to avoid collisions, or using a good hash function that reduces the number of collisions as shown in the Experimental Result Section.
Algorithm 4 (Reconstruction of the faulty edges)
INPUT N /* Address of the node with a corrupted pointer */ BDD /* OBDD containing N */ V /* Node vector of the OBDD */ EdgeT ype /* Variable indicating whether the pointer is a 1-edge or a 0-edge */ OUTPUT Pointer /* Correct pointer */
/* visit of the collision list */ node = node.Next
Different strategies could be adopted to handle the possibility of failed recoveries. A conservative strategy could consist in reporting the fault as a fatal error any time the involved collision list of the unique subtable contains more than one pointer. Otherwise, we could slightly modify the content of the unique table by adding redundant information, to be exploited for the correct recovery of a pointer, in case of collisions. More in general, it would be probably convenient to adopt and apply to the particular structure of OBDDs, the same strategies developed for designing error resilient pointer based data structures [2] .
Experimental Results
We have tested our methods on the classical benchmarks taken from LGSynth93 [28] . These benchmarks are relevant especially for logic synthesis applications, where OBDDs are widely applied. Each output has been separately considered and the OBDDs have been constructed using the ON-set and DC-set of the benchmarks.
The first set of experiments has the purpose of computing the size of the index-resilient reduced OBDDs derived with Algorithm 2 in order to verify the memory gain of the proposed model with respect to the quasi-reduced OBDD model (QR-OBDDs).
In order to evaluate the practical memory requirement (number of nodes) of the OBDDs generated by Algorithm 2, we have implemented it in C and generated the quasi-reduced OBDD (QR-OBDD), the reduced OBDD (ROBDD) and the index-resilient OBDD (IR-OBDD) for each considered benchmark. For the sake of briefness, we report in Table 1 only a significant subset of the results. The first column reports the name of the instance considered. The following two ones provide its input and output size. Then, the last three columns report the number of internal nodes for QR-OBDD, ROBDD and IR-OBDD considering each output separately.
The results show that IR-OBDDs are an interesting trade-off between memory requirements and error resilience. In particular, our algorithm for index-resilient OBDDs nearly always improves the size of the starting quasireduced OBDD. In fact, starting from a QR-OBDD, our new reduction algorithm produces an IR-OBDD with an average gain of 17% nodes, while the standard reduction algorithm allows a gain of about 29% nodes (as shown in Table 1) .
We have run a second set of experiments to evaluate the frequency of wrong recoveries for faulty pointers in practical data sets [28] . The algorithm has been implemented in C, using the CUDD library for the representation of the diagrams. CUDD implements the unique table as discussed in Section 2, and implements shared diagrams. Shared diagrams are used to share common subgraphs between different OBDDs. The benchmarks we used contain multioutput functions. Each output has been represented as a different OBDD and the entire function as a shared diagram. In that way, subgraphs common to two or more outputs are represented only once. The edge reconstruction algorithm is based on the node's children, thus shared diagrams don't affect the results. We have measured the ratio between the range to be searched, the actual number of lookups and the number of nodes of the OBDD. The average range to be searched covered 85% of the nodes, reconstruction cost O(r), where r is the number of nodes with corrupted index. An interesting new research direction could be a deeper study of error detection in OBDD data structures. Moreover, since some of the proposed strategies do not always allow a complete reconstruction of faulty edges, a possible future work can be the study of different memorization techniques for OBDDs in order to exploit implicit redundancies.
Given the growing interest in data structures based on decision diagrams and their widespread application in several research fields, it could be worth studying the resilience of BDDs reduced with rules different from the classic merge and deletion ones, as for instance the zero-suppressed decision diagrams (ZDDs), widely used in data mining [21, 22, 23] .
All the binary Boolean operators on OBDDs are implemented by a general algorithm called Apply. This algorithm takes in input a binary Boolean operator op together with two OBDDs B f and B g with the same variable ordering, representing two functions f and g, and computes the OBDD representing the function f op g defined as (f op g) (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) op g(x 1 , . . . , x n ) .
The resulting OBDD obeys the same variable ordering of B f and B g .
The algorithm Apply thus provides a basic method for constructing the OBDD representation of any Boolean function f starting from a Boolean expression or logic gate network representing f with a given set of binary operators.
The implementation of Apply relies on the Shannon expansion
where f | x i and f | x i are the restrictions, or cofactors, of the function f obtained assigning the constant values 0 and 1 to the input variable x i , respectively. In particular, Apply exploits the fact that the algebraic operations commute with the Shannon expansion for any variable x i , meaning that (f op g) = x i (f | x i op g| x i ) + x i (f | x i op g| x i ) .
Thus, we can compute recursively the OBDD B op representing (f op g): we start from the root of B f and B g and we construct B op by recursively constructing the OBDDs representing (f | x 0 op g| x 0 ) and (f | x 0 op g| x 0 ), where x 0 is the first input variable in the common variable ordering of B f and B g ; the roots of these two OBDDs represent respectively the 0-child and the 1-child of the root of B op , labeled by x 0 . More precisely, suppose to execute Apply on two OBDDs B f and B g with roots N and M , respectively. We must consider several cases. If N and M are terminal nodes, a new terminal node is computed having the value of op applied to the two constants labeling N and M . Otherwise, if at least one node is non-terminal we proceed according to the index of the nodes:
• If the two nodes have the same index i, we create a new node U with index i, and we apply the algorithm recursively on N.0-child and M.0-child to generate the OBDD whose root becomes the 0-child of U , and on N.1-child and M.1-child to generate the OBDD whose root becomes the 1-child of U .
• If they have different indices, we proceed by pairing the 0 and 1-child of the node with lowest index with the other node. Suppose for instance that N.index = i, but either M is a terminal node, or M.index > i. This means that the function g represented by the OBDD with root M does not depend on x i , i.e., g| x i = g| x i = g, and therefore (f op g) = x i (f | x i op g) + x i (f | x i op g). Hence, we create a new node U with index i, and recursively apply the algorithm on N.0-child and M to generate the OBDD whose root becomes the 0-child of U , and on N.1-child and M to generate the OBDD whose root becomes the 1-child of U . A similar procedure is used in the reverse case, where M.index < N.index.
To implement the Apply algorithm efficiently, two refinements are added. The first one is used to avoid an exponential blow-up of the recursive calls and consists in maintaining a 
